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LYLE & SCOTT
Founded in 1874, Lyle & Scott has a history steeped in craftsmanship 

and innovation. Over the past 147 years, the company has grown from a 
small factory in the Scottish Borders to an established menswear brand, 
famous for creating edited, versatile collections with a quality that can 

be trusted. Originally formed as a knitwear company, they have adapted 
their craft throughout their history to new product categories to 

produce timeless and functional styles across performance golf, fitness 
and vintage menswear ranges.
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SHOP IN SHOP PROGRAM
Overview

BENEFITS 

• A high density brand concept with fixtures and fittings designed to 
specifically meet the requirements of both the garments and shoppers. 

• Increased Brand Signposting and recognition.

• Purpose built point of sale locations for seasonally product information 
relating to wholesale buy.

• A clear design concept tying in with a global marketing vision.

”

Brand.     Vision.
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Shop in Shop Program

The Lyle and Scott Brand Environment takes the DNA of our retail 
atmosphere and condenses the key elements into a high impact destination 
within a multi-brand wholesale selling space.

Lyle & Scott will support my providing technical DWG & PDF drawings of 
furniture alongside a material sample board to ensure consistency.



SHOP IN SHOP MATERIALS
Colour & Materials Palette

OSB Spray painted 
White (RAL 9003)

Mild Steel + Grey 
Tint Lacquer + Print 
Scoring Detail

The look and feel of a Lyle & Scott Shop in Shop is one that harks back to the brand’s industrial heritage within a clean modern environment. 
Combining old factory floor elements with bright contemporary fixtures amplifies this contrast.

Mild Steel EPC
RAL 9003 (White)
RAL 9005 (Black)

MDF Sprayed RAL 
9005 - Dead  Matte 
Lacquer 30%

Grey Valkchromat 
- Dead Matte 
Lacquer 30%

Black Valkchromat 
- Dead Matte 
Lacquer 30%

Mild Steel 
Expanded Mesh 
- Flat Type - EPC - 
RAL 9005

Brand Yellow
Pantone 109c or 
RAL 1018

Birch Ply - Dead  
Matte Lacqueur 
30%

Shop in Shop Materials



Shop in Shop Materials
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MIDFLOOR RAIL & SHELF

Midfloor Rail & Shelf
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Store Prospectus

The Midfloor rail and shelf fixture is designed to hold a combination of 
hanging and folded SKUs.

The Top shelf can display footwear or a large branded block to help 
signpost Lyle & Scott in a multi brand environment.

The metal crossing rail posts mimic the patterns of thread that sit a on 
woollen yarn cone; this motif can be seen throughout the rest of the SIS 
collection.

6 x hanging items / 24 x folded items



MIDFLOOR RAIL
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The standard midfloor rails is designed to hold only hanging SKU’s

The standard midfloor rail uses a metal reinforced hanging pole held into 
position by a yarn thread inspired metal frame.

Key items can be show pieced on the end of each pole.

 20 x Hanging Items

Midfloor  Rail



Store Prospectus

MIDFLOOR TABLE NEST

The midfloor nest of tables is designed to either a double sided or single 
sided fixture for folded items.

The main structure is a powder coated metal frame with each fixture made 
up of a different surface from the Lyle & Scott materials palette. To save on 
costs, one materials can be selected for all the table surfaces.

The largest nest features branding on both sides of the fixture.

 32 or 52 x Folded Items

Midfloor  Nest



Store Prospectus

TOP TIER MIDFLOOR NEST

Abstract table nests for higher tier retail and wholesale.

Metal with a grey laquer, birch ply, black velchromat and white painted 
chipboard.

To save on costs, one materials can be selected for all the table surfaces.

 24 x Folded Items

Top Top Tier Midfloor Nest



Store Prospectus

GOLF GONDOLA

The Golf Gondola is designed to be a high density mid floor unit for a multi 
brand shop floor environment.

A white poweder coated metal structure is wrapped in a Valkchromat 
surround with a birch ply branded header.

 18 hanging and 18 x Folded Items

Golf Gondola



WALL UNITS
288 Maximum Items

Either a High level wall unit at 3038mm or a Lower level wall unit at 2300mm

Bay can be arranged with POS, light boxes rails or shelving. 
The design can be scaled from 2 bay to 3 bay widths.

GOLD - 3038mm high with Illuminated with angled frame detailing
SILVER - 3038mm high with Non Illuminated with angled frame detailing

BRONZE  - 2300 with Non Illuminated with basic frame detailing

Wall Units




